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Online  Examination  is  a  significant  technological  advancement  that  the  University  has
implemented to upgrade the examination system. These Online MCQ Examinations are based on
each of the five theory courses in odd semesters and five theory courses in even semesters at FE
and SE. Examination is conducted by the University in both odd and even semesters. 

In order to gain knowledge as well as good scores in these examinations, the course teachers
teaching at SE Computer Engineering motivates students by providing a set of MCQ’s for each
courses on every unit of the syllabus, after the contents in the unit are covered during class room
instructions. The course teachers conduct a few interactive lectures during which a few select
MCQs are discussed. Initially the course teacher displays one question in front of class either by
using overhead projector or data projector and makes polling of every option. The course teacher
then discusses  each option,  starting  with  wrong options  and clarifies  why these  options  are
incorrect. The teacher then reasons about the correct option and provides possible variations in
question text and options. Students can interact with teacher in case of any queries. Such sessions
help students to understand the concepts in a better way and also to perform well during their
examinations. 

The First year students of all branches, in addition to the online examination for each of the five
courses in odd and even semesters, also needs to appear for an online MCQ examination based
on their laboratory work performed for the laboratory course on “Fundamentals of Programming
Languages – I” in odd Semester a course on “Fundamentals of Programming Languages – II” in
even Semester. The examination is conducted at the end of each semester by the University. The
course teacher for these courses, conduct a short quiz during every laboratory session using a
data projector and an audio response system (clicker). A clicker is provided to each student in the
batch. The teacher displays one MCQ at a time and student provides his choice using clicker. The
course teacher follows similar methodology as stated above.

Course Teachers also have an option to conduct a mock online examination. The students who do
not perform well, need to appear for the mock again.

The  Department  plans  to  prepare  2-3  minutes  audio-video  clips,  where  in  the  AV clip  will
consists  of a question text,  options,  facility for selecting a choice and on-line help that  will
provide  explanations  by  a  course  teacher  about  correct  and  incorrect  choices  and  related
contents. Such clips will be developed for other laboratory courses at TE and BE classes also
where an oral examinations are conducted by the University.

A sample  MCQs,  snap  of  clicker  based  laboratory  session  and  AV  clip  are  available  at
http://engg.kkwagh.edu.in/academic_programme/activities/1 If  someone  is  interested  in  knowing
more about the same or would like to provide suggestions, comments/critics etc, they may do so
by writing mail to mjmetkar@kkwagh.edu.in with cc to sssane@kkwagh.edu.in.
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